
 

 
Call for applications for the "Paul Martini Young Talent Award  

Clinical Research 2024" 
 

 

The Paul Martini Foundation is organising the Paul Martini Young Scientist Award for Clinical 

Research in Germany for the first time in 2024. 

 

The prize honours up to three scientists up to the age of 35 for outstanding achievements and 

projects in the field of clinical research and clinical pharmacology. The award is endowed with 

EUR 6,000 each. On application, family periods and comparable special circumstances can be 

taken into account when determining the age limit. 

 

Measurable successes (including publications), the innovative character of e.g. recruitment 

strategies for study participants, evaluation methods, overcoming bureaucratic obstacles, the 

coordination of (inter)national investigator groups or examples of cooperation and even training 

concepts outside established formats are assessed. Objective results that contribute to 

advancing the success of clinical research in Germany and possibly even securing it in the long 

term are thus taken into account in the selection process. 

 

The closing date for entries is 15th September 2024. 

 

A three-member scientific board chaired by Prof Dr Stefan Endres, Ludwig-Maximilians-

Universität München, will select up to three prize winners. The Paul Martini Young Investigator 

Award for Clinical Research will be presented at the Paul Martini Foundation's annual autumn 

symposium on 29/30 November in Berlin. 

 

The projects to be submitted should (in abstract format; background - methods - results - 

discussion - summary; max. 500 words) present objectifiable results or successes. In the case 

of (up to three) submitted publications, these should have been published or accepted for 

publication as first or last authorship within the current or last two years. 

 

The letter of application (with the title of the project or work and address) must be 

accompanied by the following attachments: 

 

• Abstract and any related publications and documents 

• Curriculum vitae of the applicant 

• (with professional position and activity, please no photo) 

• List of publications from the current and last three years 

• Short one-page letter of support 

 

Please send your application via e-mail as pdf to katja.sommer@paul-martini-stiftung.de. 


